ABSTRACT The volume of research articles in digital repositories is increasing. This spectacular growth of repositories makes it rather difficult for researchers to obtain related research papers in response to their queries. The problem becomes worse when a researcher with insufficient knowledge of searching research articles uses these repositories. In the traditional recommendation approaches, the results of the query miss many high-quality papers, in the related work section, which are either published recently or have low citation count. To overcome this problem, there needs to be a solution which considers not only structural relationships between the papers but also inspects the quality of authors publishing those articles. Many research paper recommendation approaches have been implemented which includes collaborative filtering-based, content-based, and citation analysis-based techniques. The collaborative filtering-based approaches primarily use paper-citation matrix for recommendations, whereas the content-based approaches only consider the content of the paper. The citation analysis considers the structure of the network and focuses on papers citing or cited by the paper of interest. It is therefore very difficult for a recommender system to recommend high-quality papers without a hybrid approach that incorporates multiple features, such as citation information and author information. The proposed method creates a multilevel citation and relationship network of authors in which the citation network uses the structural relationship between the papers to extract significant papers, and authors' collaboration network finds key authors from those papers. The papers selected by this hybrid approach are then recommended to the user. The results have shown that our proposed method performs exceedingly well as compared with the state-of-the-art existing systems, such as Google scholar and multilevel simultaneous citation network.
I. INTRODUCTION
The process of literature review starts with finding relevant research articles using search engines. The number of freely available academic articles on the web have risen up-to 25 million [1] . The task of recommending related articles from such huge volume is non-trivial, as the search system has to deliver best results by handling big data. The problem becomes worse when beginners cannot find their relevant articles due to lack of experience in using these search engines [2] . The process of filtering relevant papers
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manually is also a time-consuming and tedious task due to such a large scale of research data available. Therefore, an efficient research paper recommender system is needed which produces high quality recommendations from these digital repositories [3] , [4] .
There are many recommender systems implemented but few of them focus on recommendation of academic papers [5] . These methods consist of collaborative filtering, content-based filtering and citation analysis based techniques. Collaborative filtering is mostly used recommendation technique in academic recommender systems. It recommends articles based on the paper-citation matrix which shows past preferences of the users. However, this technique can cause cold start problem due to not having sufficient number of paper citations which are needed for recommendations. It also generates data sparsity problem due to having huge size of the paper-citation matrix [6] . The drawbacks of collaborative filtering are overcome using content-based filtering techniques where recommendations are based on the comparison of textual information between research articles [7] . However, this method does not capture the semantics of the user interests and cannot handle the ambiguity due to natural language [8] .
Citation analysis comprises of co-citation analysis [9] and bibliographic coupling [10] . Research papers cite papers that are closely related with them. Therefore, relations between papers are more meaningful and purposeful. The disadvantage of using citation-based method is that it only considers the citations and does not consider the content of paper which may lead to inappropriate results. For example, when the cited paper is only added in the reference section without being used in the content of research paper then these citations become useless. Google's PageRank is another approach for recommending research papers [11] . It is used by Google Scholar to recommend articles in the ''related work'' section of the web page. PageRank measures the authority of paper and ranks it based on the number of citations it receives from other academic articles. Its major drawback is that it uses citation count as a metric to recommend articles which fails to recommend quality articles when recently published paper is selected as the paper of interest [12] . This paper proposes a hybrid technique for research paper recommendation that combines multi-level citation network and an author's relationship network. It considers the structural relationship of papers with the paper of interest and creates a ten-level citation network by placing paper of Interest I as an ego-node and using references at the end of each paper to expand the network in both directions. The resultant network is shown in Figure 3 . The reason for using tenlevel network lies in the state-of-the-art literature, as it has been recommended as a reasonable size and using more than ten levels may include papers not related to the paper of interest [13] . The importance of each paper with the paper of interest is examined by applying four centrality parameters named betweenness centrality, eigenvector centrality, degree centrality and closeness centrality. The traditional recommendation approaches do not focus on the importance of authors and hence recommend articles which does not match the expectation of the users. This approach applies another filter to the recommended articles by creating relationship network of authors and identifies key author using the above mentioned parameters. After the identification of key authors, quality of paper is examined, and top 'n' high quality papers are recommended to users.
The main contribution of this research work is a novel approach towards research paper recommendations which combines multi-level citation network and collaboration network of authors to generate high quality recommendations as compared to existing techniques.
The remaining paper is structured as follows. Literature review of existing recommendation approaches is presented in Section II. Section III elaborates the proposed methodology. Detail about Experiments and evaluation are presented in Section IV. While results are discussed in Section V. Finally Section VI concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
There are several research paper recommendation methods which focus on finding similarity between research articles [14] . These methods include: (1) collaborative filtering [15] (2) meta-data based [16] , [17] (3) content-based [18] , [19] (4) citation-based [9] , [10] , [20] , [21] (5) multi-level citation network [13] (6) and (7) user profile-based [22] - [24] approaches.
Collaborative filtering finds relationship between research papers and is used in most recommendation systems [25] , [26] . This method takes citing paper and cited papers corresponding to users and items in e-commerce respectively and generates paper-citation matrix from the citation network. This approach takes commonly cited papers as a measure and computes similarity between the papers using citation-score metric. There are many limitations of using this approach in which the most common one is called cold start problem. Papers are recommended to users based on their citations by other articles. Therefore, if a new paper is selected as a paper of interest, it has to be cited by a number of research papers for generating recommendations.
Meta-data based methods [16] , [17] find similarity between research papers by comparing the meta-data of research papers which includes title of the research paper, name of authors, keywords and date of publication. The main advantage of using meta-data methods is the free availability of research paper meta-data even if they are published in paid journals. However, these methods do not always provide correct recommendations. For instance, when the common author has published research papers in different research fields then the recommendations provided by meta based methods are not accurate.
Content-based [18] , [19] approaches find relationship between two papers by matching their contents. It gives improved results and is proven to be a better option than merely relying on meta-data based techniques. The main drawback of using this technique is that the whole content of research papers are not available online in most digital libraries. Furthermore, the process of matching the whole text of research paper takes a lot of time and proves to be very costly.
Co-citation analysis technique measures the similarity of two papers cited together by one or more common papers [9] , [10] , [20] . In this technique, papers are recommended based on the fact that co-cited papers belong to the similar area of research and can be potential set of papers of user's interest. However, this technique does not consider content of paper or any other feature in the paper, which leads to inconsistent recommendations [28] . Bibliographic coupling is another technique for recommending related papers [21] . It measures the similarity of two papers that cite one or more common papers. Like co-citation, this technique also ignores the logical structure and content of the paper and only considers structural relationship between them. Another problem with this technique arises when there is an absence of citation in the text corresponding to the references added in the reference list. These citations are known as false citations and such citations also lead to inappropriate results.
User profile-based approaches are based on user interests and access-log history [22] , [23] . These approaches recommend papers to user based on their available information in digital libraries. The main drawback of using profile-based approaches is that sufficient results are not achieved when the available information is not enough. Mendeley uses profilebased technique for research paper recommendation [29] . The recommendations are based on what the user lastly read either from the Mendeley Desktop, mobile application or its web library. Furthermore, it considers reference list of user from the library and research areas mentioned in the profile description. The recommendation set also suggests the references that are popular among Mendeley users of the same discipline.
Google Scholar web search engine enables the researchers to search academic literature and scientific publications in digital repositories. It uses text mining and citation count to list the results in response to the user's search query. Google Scholar recommendation system employees making new connections philosophy as it is backed by powerful Google search algorithm. When author adds publications to their profile, the Google Scholar searches the indexes of scholarly content for presenting papers and articles that matches the given publications. By using a statistical model based on citations and co-authorships, the most relevant research articles are recommended. New relevant articles are recommended to the users by maintaining the users profile data, their interests, and area of research [12] . Another approach for generating recommendations is by analyzing the reading behavior instead of search patterns. For instance, Science Direct platform measures the reading behavior having more than 10 million unique visitors a month and over 700 million downloaded articles each year.
The related research papers returned by traditional recommender systems are mostly based on either structural based approaches where relationship between papers is assessed for recommendation or content based approaches where meta-data or content of the research paper is analyzed for recommendation. The existing work only considers citation network for generating recommendations [13] , which is insufficient to generate high quality results. The potential extensions to improve the performance are to include author and journal information. Our proposed study moves one step towards that milestone and additionally incorporates author information along with the citation network for generating recommendations. The contribution of this work is a hybrid approach which incorporates both of the citation network VOLUME 7, 2019 and author ranking to recommend better quality results. The proposed recommender approach named citation Network of papers and Relationship Network of authors (CNRN) is based on Multilevel Simultaneous Citation Network (MSCN) and overcomes problems when either old or new papers are selected as paper of interest. MSCN evaluates the importance of each essential paper through centrality measures. The three basic steps consist of initially generating directional multilevel citation networks, then selecting candidate papers thereby computing candidate score of each paper and finally average ranking of each candidate paper for final recommendation. Network is generated up to ten levels where the nodes represent papers and the links between them represent citation with forward and backward links. For papers citing paper I backward link is exploited whereas forward link identifies the paper cited by paper I. To calculate the level of multilevel citation network, the sum of forward and backward direction links is computed [13] . Table 1 shows the comparison between existing recommender systems and our proposed recommendation approach CNRN. The limitations mentioned in Table 1 are addressed in the proposed approach.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
This study proposes a recommendation approach by evaluating the importance of each paper using centrality measures (Equations 4, 5, 6, 7). Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of our proposed CNRN approach. It passes information through a set of sequential steps before generating recommendation for users. The detailed working of the proposed CNRN recommendation system is shown in Fig. 2 . In the first step (a), citation network of papers is generated with the paper of interest using cited and cited by relationship. Then (b), candidate score is calculated for each paper and relevant papers are selected based on the candidate score. In the third step (c), centrality measures are calculated for each paper and are converted into ranks. We calculated average rank of each paper and extracted authors from top papers in fourth step (d). Fifth step (e) generates author's collaboration network and calculates author's collaboration score by applying centrality measures and top authors are selected based on their collaboration score. In the final step (f), top papers published by top authors are recommended to user in related work section of the results. The description of each of the step is provided below:
A. CREATION OF A CITATION NETWORK
In the first step, a citation network is created based on reference list appearing at the end of the paper of interest. Citation network has ten levels, five levels both in the forward and backward direction. Forward direction includes papers cited by the paper of interest and backward direction constitutes of those papers which cite the paper of interest. In existing studies, citation analysis creates ten-level citation networks [13] . This work also generates ten-level citation network because considering more than ten levels may include papers that are not related to the paper of interest. The algorithm for creation of the citation network is given in Algorithm 1. It takes paper of interest as an input and returns all related papers to the paper of interest up to five levels in the both directions. The set of related papers are maintained in the form of a list.
B. SELECTION OF RELEVANT PAPERS FROM THE CITATION NETWORK
The candidate score of each paper is calculated to select relevant papers from the citation network. The relevancy of papers is measured by using bibliographic coupling and cocitation analysis. 
B.C(X
The C.C and B.C metrics are used in calculating C-Score, which gives the relevancy of papers to the paper of interest. The C-Score for the paper of interest P can be calculated using Equation 3 . The J represents set of all papers excluding paper P and the denominator gives the distance between paper J and the paper of interest I. A high value of numerator specifies that the paper P is closely related to the paper J while
Algorithm 2 Selection of Candidate Papers
Input RELATED PAPERS Output CANDIDATE PAPERS create array candidate papers iterate over list of nodes and edges calculate Bibliographic-coupling of each paper by using Equation 1
calculate Co-citation of each paper by using Equation 2 calculate Total Similarity of each paper calculate Distance of each paper calculate Candidate-Score of each paper by using Equation 3 add papers to candidate papers list return candidate papers list a low value tells that P is not relevant to paper J. Similarly, the denominator d (I, P) specifies the number of hops between papers I and P. The higher number of hops indicate that the two papers are not closely related to each other.
Candidate papers are selected based on C-Score. The algorithm for selection of candidate papers is shown in Algorithm 2. It takes list of related papers generated by 1 as input and returns a list of candidate papers using C-Score. Existing studies used network size between 500-800 papers for experimentation [13] . Therefore, in this study 500-800 candidate papers are selected based on large C-Score values. Table 2 shows candidate score calculation of papers P 10 , P 25 and P 31 which are shown in Figure. 3. P 25 has cocitation value 6 [(P 23 , P 25 ← P 20 ), (P 26 , P 25 ← P 20 ), (P 24 , P 25 ← P 21 ), (P 24 , P 25 ← P 22 ), (P 18 , P 25 ← P 22 ), (P 19 , P 25 ← P 22 )] and bibliographic coupling value 2 [(P 20 , P 25 → P 26 ), (P 23 , P 25 → P 27 )] and its distance is 3 which is the number of links between paper I and P 25 . Total similarity of both papers P 25 and P 10 is same but P 25 has low value of C-Score because it is farther from paper I which means P 10 is more similar to paper I as compared to P 25 . Although P 10 and P 31 have same distance from the paper of interest I, but the C-Score value of P 31 is lower than that of P 10 due to the total similarity of paper P 10 greater than the value of P 31 . The papers having low value of C-Score are removed from the network. C-Score value of each paper is calculated in this way to inspect the relation of each paper with the paper of interest. 
C. IDENTIFICATION OF SIGNIFICANT PAPER FROM RELEVANT PAPERS
Centrality measures are used for evaluating importance of each paper. The importance of each paper is evaluated based on its relationship with other papers [30] in the network. A range of centrality measures are applied on candidate 33150 VOLUME 7, 2019 papers. These include degree centrality, closeness centrality, betweenness centrality and eigenvector centrality. Degree centrality is the simplest way of finding important nodes. It calculates number of neighbors of each node with a node having more neighbors is considered to have greater influence. The formula for calculating degree centrality is shown in Equation 4 .
where d(P) represents the number of papers referring to paper P and n are the total number of papers. To calculate significance, only the in-degree centrality is considered in this work. In closeness centrality, a paper is considered central and important if it is linked with many other nodes. The formula for calculation of closeness centrality is shown in Equation 5 .
where n is the total number of papers and d (P, J) defines the distance between paper P and J. Similarly, n-1 defines the minimum distance of paper to all other adjacent papers.
Betweenness centrality is the number of shortest paths that pass through any particular node in the network. The formula for calculating betweenness centrality is given in Equation 6 .
where the metric g jv provides the number of links that pass through shortest route and g jv (P) shows the number of links that pass through paper P. The last centrality measure, Eigenvector centrality is used for measuring influence of a node in the network. It is a variant of PageRank algorithm and measures importance of node based on referral of other important nodes in the network. The formula for calculating eigenvector centrality is provided in Equation 7 .
where A P,J is the adjacency matrix and X j is the score and is the eigenvalue. Calculate the average rank of each paper by using Equation 8 .
where M is the total centrality measure and rank is the ranking result on paper P. To set the rank in the same range, centrality measures are scaled in the range (1:50).
The algorithm for extraction of top papers is shown in Algorithm 3. It takes a list of candidate papers as input and returns the ranked list of top papers with respect to the centrality measures.
Algorithm 3 Extraction of Top Papers
Input CANDIDATE PAPERS Output TOP PAPERS create an array of top papers iterate over the list of candidate papers calculate Degree Centrality of each paper by using Equation 4 calculate Closeness Centrality of each paper by using Equation 5 calculate Betweenness Centrality of each paper by using Equation 6 calculate Eigenvector Centrality of each paper by using Equation 7 convert all Centrality measures to Rank calculate Average Rank of each paper among all four centrality measures by using Equation 8 add papers to top papers list return top papers 
D. GENERATING AUTHORŚ RELATIONSHIP NETWORK FROM SIGNIFICANT PAPERS
In this step, the relationship network of authors is extracted from significant papers from top papers. It is generated by placing a link between those authors who co-author one or more articles [31] . Figure 5 shows a sample of such network with frequency of the co-authorship is placed on the links connecting them. The relationship network is created using a network matrix generated by the following approach: Let's say, there are three papers P1, P2 and P3 in which two papers P1 and P2 are journal papers and P3 is a conference paper. P1 has three authors a1, a2 and b3 with ten citations and P2 has two authors b1 and b2 with two citations. Similarly, P3 has five authors a1, a2, b3, c1, c2 with eighteen citations. Figure. 5 shows the output network where the authors are represented by nodes and are linked using the weighted links a1-a2, a1-b3, a2-b3, b1-b2 and a1-a2, a1b3, a1-c1, a1-c2, a2-b3, a2-c1, a2-c2, b3-c1, b3-c2, c1-c2.
The algorithm for authors selection from top papers is shown in Algorithm 4. The input to this algorithm are the top papers and it returns list of authors along with their co-authorship frequency.
E. KEY AUTHOR ANALYSIS OF RELATIONSHIP NETWORK
The objective of this step is to find a set of key authors from a relationship network of authors. This network returns VOLUME 7, 2019 In citation count, the frequency measure of the citations is evaluated. It is the number of times other people have referred research articles of an author. For Example, when an article has three authors and eight citations then each author has a citation count of eight. Closeness centrality helps in determining the closeness of any author with other authors in the network. An author with more number of coauthor relationships in the network is considered as a key author because of having high value of closeness centrality. Betweenness centrality is also an important factor for finding key authors. An author having high value of this metric connects researchers from two different sub-networks and hence becomes an important candidate to be considered as a key author. Eigenvector centrality also plays a vital role in finding key authors. An author linked with other key authors in the network having high eigenvector centrality is also a key author. The papers authored by ranked authors are then considered as high quality papers for recommendation.
F. RECOMMEND TOP N PAPERS TO USERS
Finally, papers published by key authors are selected which are identified from relationship network of authors. Papers are sorted according to high eigenvector values of author and top 10 papers are recommended to users. According to the literature recommending more than items will confuse users [32] . The algorithm for determination of recommend papers is shown in Algorithm 6. It performs relatively straightforward task of sorting papers with respect to the eigenvalue and returns top ten articles in the list as a recommendation to the user.
Algorithm 6 Determination of Recommend Papers
Input TOP AUTHORS Output RECOMMENDED PAPERS create an array of recommended papers iterate over the list of top authors select papers of top authors and append them to recommended papers list return recommended papers[n]
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
There are several approaches used in the literature for measuring accuracy and user satisfaction of recommender systems [33] , [34] . The 69% of these approaches use offline methods while the rest use online methods of evaluation. Offline methods make use of existing datasets which are already being used by others and are considered standard datasets among the research community. While online methods generate new dataset on the fly and are considered to be a time consuming as evaluator has to wait for days or week for the results. Offline methods are thus considered as a more reliable approach as they can reproduce the same setting of experiment for different evaluations. This also increases the consistency level of offline methods when compared with online methods as its result for variety of tasks can be setup for comparison. This work is also evaluated using offline evaluation techniques.
The AMiner dataset 1 is used for evaluation of the proposed approach [35] . It contains paper information, author information and citation information. The dataset is organized into three files as shown in Table 4 . AMiner-paper file contains information about 2,092,356 research papers which are published over the years and 8,024,869 citations exist between them. AMiner-author contains information about 1,712,433 authors, whereas 4,258,615 collaborations are stored in AMiner-coauthor file. Figure 6 and Figure 7 provides the snapshots of the sample subset of AMiner dataset. Figure. 6 shows the citation network using Gephi tool where nodes of the graph represent paper ids and edges between them represent citations of the paper. Figure. 7 provides snapshot of the collaboration network where nodes represent author ids and edges between them represent co-authorship relation between them.
The proposed CNRN recommender system is evaluated using Information Retrieval metrics, namely Normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG), Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and Average Precision (AP) [36] . These metrics are extensively used in the literature for measuring the performance of the ranking algorithms. NDCG is the average measure of the graded relevance of recommended docu-FIGURE 6. Citation network analysis using Gephi where nodes represents paper's id and edges represents citations of paper.
ments. It assesses the extent to which the ranked set of recommendations are near to the ideal ranking of the recommendations. The value of NDCG is calculated using Equation 9 .
where NDCG p is the normalized gain accumulated at a particular rank p. DCG stands for Discounted Cumulative Gain and is the weighted sum of the degree of relevancy of the ranked items. Its value is calculated using Equation 10 .
where DCG p represents total accumulated gain at a particular rank p and rel i is the graded relevance of the recommended article at a particular rank p. NDCG normalizes DCG using the Ideal Cumulative Discounted Gain (IDCG) which is the DCG measure of the best ranking result [37] . Hence, the value of NDCG always lies between 0 and 1 and its value for the perfect recommendation will be one. The value of IDCG is calculated using Equation 11
.
Traditional NDCG metric used for evaluation in [13] has two drawbacks; firstly, it ignores missing documents in the result and secondly, it does not consider irrelevant documents. To describe it for the first case, for example, two results of a query having score of 1, 1, 1, 0 and 1, 1, 0 are considered equally good while 1, 1, 0 has a missing document which is not reflected in the result (here, 1 represents valid result if the user is satisfied with the paper and 0 represents irrelevant result.).
To overcome this limitation, number of results should be fixed and a result with missing document should be replaced with 0 in the result set. So, for the scenario described above the result with missing document would be 1,1,1,0 and  1,1,0,0 instead of 1, 1, 1, 0 and 1, 1, 0 . Secondly, for example, the results 1,1,1 and 1,1,1,0 are considered equally good by NDCG as they both contain three relevant document while the 1,1,1,0 contains bad document represented by 0 in the result. To address this limitation, we use numerical values 0, 1, -1 for ranking judgments excellent, fair and bad respectively. This VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 7. Collaboration network analysis using Gephi where nodes represents author's id and edges represents collaboration relationship between them.
will translate above example as 1,1,1,0 and 1,1,1, -1 which will impact the result with negative value ultimately reflecting the case of a bad document in the result.
MRR evaluates the recommendation system based on relevant item at the top of a ranked list. It is calculated by using Equation 12 .
where the n represents the number of users and rank i shows position of the first correct item in the ranked list. The third evaluation metric, AP is the proportion of the relevant documents from the set of recommended documents. It is calculated using Equation 13 .
where m is the number of relevant articles in the list, n is the total number of recommended articles and rel(k) is the relevance information. Prec@k of each relevant item from the ranked result set is the proportion of top K relevant documents of recommender system. In this work, the value of K resides in the range 1 to 10 [38] . The sample research papers used for experimentation in this work are shown in Table 3 . These papers represent papers of interest and their selection is based upon different features of research articles that can impact the results of different recommendation approaches. For example, papers 1 and 3 belong to the category of eminent papers due to their high citation count. Paper 4 is selected when results are to be compared for a recent paper chosen as the paper of interest.
Similarly paper 2 represents the scenario when an old paper is selected as the paper of interest.
The ranked results provided by CNRN algorithm along with those from Google Scholar and MSCN are presented to experts for evaluation. A total of twenty researchers evaluated recommended papers and title, authors and year of publication are provided to experts. The researches were to evaluate the results from each of the CNRN, Google Scholar and MSCN approaches based on their satisfaction from each of these approaches.
V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The system generates NDCG, MRR and AP metrics for each of the CNRN, Google Scholar and base method MSCN and Figures 8 and 10 present the results of each technique respectively. Their x-axis represent each of the recommended papers whereas y-axis is the NDCG and MRR metrics. The results revealed that the proposed CNRN approach outperformed Google Scholar and MSCN when eminent papers 1 and 3 are selected as papers of interest. For each of the ten papers recommended by all the approaches, NDCG metric for CNRN is better than both of the existing approaches Google Scholar and MSCN. The reason being that Google scholar recommends paper purely based on the citation count which makes its recommendations less relevant to the paper of interest and hence evaluation by the experts declared these recommendations as insignificant. On the other hand, MSCN approach generates citation network of papers and hence recommends papers which are more similar to the paper of interest. As a result, experts considered recommendations by the MSCN approach to be more useful as compared to the Google Scholar. When the results of our proposed approach CNRN are compared with those from the MSCN approach, experts declared them of even better quality than the MSCN approach. This is due to incorporating author network in addition to the citation network which makes its recommendations more suitable than those from the MSCN approach.
When the results are compared for paper 4, which belongs to the category of recent papers, it can be seen that Google Scholar performed worst and its evaluation by experts is completely unsatisfactory. The reason being that Google Scholar tends to recommend irrelevant papers because paper 4 has citation count of zero. On the other hand, MSCN performs better than Google Scholar because it considers citation network which makes it to recommend relevant papers even for the recent paper. The proposed CNRN approach outperformed both of the approaches and its recommendations for recent paper are also best than the other two approaches. The high quality recommendations by CNRN approach are due to considering author network in addition to the citation network which further improves the results. When an old paper is selected as paper of interest such as paper 2, Google Scholar again fails to recommend high quality papers due to its inherent problem of considering only citation count. As a result, it recommends outdated papers which are declared by expert as unsatisfactory. Figure 10 presents the comparison of average precision (AP) metric for proposed CNRN approach with Google Scholar and MSCN techniques. X-axis shows each of the twenty experts and y-axis is their AP measure for the three approaches selected for comparison. Unlike NDCG and MRR which provide measure of graded relevance for each of the recommended article individually, AP is the average measure of rating provided by individual experts for each of the ten recommended articles. The ideal scenario would be if all the recommended papers are relevant. Alternatively, some of the results may be relevant while others are not. The results show that none of the CNRN, Google Scholar and MSCN has AP metric of one. However, the performance of the proposed CNRN is significantly better than existing approaches. The evaluations by almost all the experts stand best for CNRN than Google Scholar and MSCN approaches. For experts 5 and 12, it is widely better whereas for expert 14 Google Scholar is marginally better than CNRN. These results imply that the recommendation using CNRN approach largely satisfied evaluators than both of the existing techniques.
Based on the analysis performed above, we can claim that the proposed CNRN approach outperformed existing approaches. The papers of interest selected for this experiment belonged to different categories. The CNRN approach generated recommendations which satisfied experts for a range of these categories. While existing approaches failed to made any impact on the evaluators for any of the category. The existing approach Google Scholar lacks when either recent or old paper is presented as a paper of interest while MSCN approach also fails to recommend quality papers. The proposed CNRN approach overcomes these drawbacks and performs multi-layer filtering before recommending papers.
The analysis conducted in this papers uses AMiner dataset. As part of the future work, it can be repeated on other datasets or can be tested using online methods. Furthermore, it would be interesting to see how incorporating additional features such as journal information can impact the recommendations.
VI. CONCLUSION
The use of recommender systems for extracting related papers have become vital due to the recent challenge of handling big data. The state-of-the-art Google Scholar and other existing approaches recommend papers, but they have drawbacks when either new or old papers are selected as paper of interest. The quality of recommended articles is also compromised as only citation counts or the relationship among papers is considered as a metric. The proposed CNRN approach overcomes the limitation by including an additional measure of finding key authors other than creating a co-citation network. Candidate score is calculated for each paper by using co-citation, bibliographic coupling and centrality measure metrics from generated graph. The set of papers selected using centrality measures are then fed into the author ranking module which calculates centrality measures for author network. Authors having high eigenvector values are selected and papers published by those authors are recommended to the users.
The proposed CNRN approach was compared with both benchmark approaches Google Scholar and MSCN using NDCG, MRR and AP metrics. The results revealed that the CNRN approach outperformed both of the existing approaches in recommending related papers. It recommended high quality papers irrespective of the citation count or publication date of the paper of interest.
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